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HTD/04                                                                                  D/06/10/2009
To,
      The Principal General Manager,
      Hyderabad Telecom.District,
      Hyderabad.
Respected Sir,
                         Sub:-Providing vehicles to external D.Es and SDEs-reg.
               The external officers: SDOPs and D.Es  are performing Fital roll 
in  the  BSNL  activities.They  are  front  line  officers  forming  bridge 
between a Customer and BSNL.Ebery activity or product of BSNL is to 
be  delivered  to  the  customer  through  these  external  officers.Though 
marketing  and  business  wings  headed  headed  by  senior  officers-their 
mouth,hands and legs are external officers. Several financial activities are 
also  to  be  done  through  the  field  officers.What  not,every  thing  is 
concentrated on them only,though several level executives exist in BSNL. 
Positive or negetive growth of BSNL is directly proportional with their 
attitude and performance.
                 Though much avoidable expenditure is incurred by different 
levels in BSNL, in the plea of reduction of expenditure vehicles were 
reduced to the field officers. The Corporate office is very clear  to poolup 
vehicles in administrative offices for senior officers also. Contrary, the 
local  Authorities  providing individual  vehicles  to  transport  them from 
residence to office.  But field officers are required to move extensively 
every  day  and  work  for  the  growth  of  BSNL,they  are  not  provided 
individual vehicles. This action of HTD  management is detremental in 
nature and to be reviewed without further time lapse.
                      This association proposes that within the budget 
provision,if the no.of KMs run is reduced to 1500 per month,25% more 
vehicles will be available for use.Some of the Subdivisions are existing 
without unit  officers  and on additional  charges.  The situation is  to be 
reviewed and wherever practicable they can be rearranged.
                     Finally the movement of external officers will help in BSNL 
and HTD growth. To achieve the targets the short and easy way is to 
provide the external  officers  individual  vehiles.  A line in  reply to  the 
suggestion is very much solicited.
                                                        Thanking you sir,
                                                                                   Your’s Faithfully,

                                                                                   District Secretary.
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